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COLD JET EUROPE

Manufacturer of Dry Ice Cleaning and Dry Ice Production 
Equipment

Belgium

AXIOME

Axiome designs and manufactures specific robotic machines for 
all industries – Deburring, Milling, Waterjet cutting, Blade and 
ultrasonic trimming machines - Laser cutting or pitching 
machines - Other robotic applications

France

CLUFIX

Specialist in assembly functions and industrial fastening 
processes

France

DELMON GROUP

Antivibration & Sealing  Rubber & Plastic Products 
France

DUQUEINE GROUP

Specialized in the design and manufacture of parts and technical 
composites subassemblies.

France

ELECO PRODUITS - EFD - HOENLE

Panacol is a leading international manufacturer of industrial 
adhesives as well as medical grade adhesives. We provide an 
extensive product range that includes UV adhesives, structural 
adhesives and conductive adhesives

France

EUROSTYLE SYSTEMS PARIS

With a worldwide presence, Eurostyle Systems is one of the 
three main players in the development and production of plastic 
components and leather modules for the automotive and truck 
industry

France

EUROSTYLE SYSTEMS PARIS

With a worldwide presence, Eurostyle Systems is one of the 
three main players in the development and production of plastic 
components and leather modules for the automotive and truck 
industry

France

MALAYSIAN INVESTMENT DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY PARIS

The government's principal agency for the promotion of the 
manufacturing and services sectors in Malaysia

France

THAILAND BOARD OF INVESTMENT - PARIS

Assistance and granting of incentives to aeronautical companies 
in setting up their businesses in Thailand

France

ARNOLD UMFORMTECHNIK GMBH & CO. KG

Arnold is active in the mobility and high-tech industries who are 
looking for intelligent fastening solutions, functional 
components and appropriate processing systems

Germany

DRAHTWERK ELISTENTAL W. ERDMANN GMBH

Your specialist for aluminium wire, bars and welding wire. We 
have been working intensively on producing aluminium alloy 
welding fillers for half a century now.

Germany

JUMBO-TEXTIL GMBH

Manufacturer of technical textiles. Solution partner for 
industries such as automotive and industry. Developer of meter 
goods up to high-tech solutions

Germany

PANASONIC CONNECT EUROPE GMBH

Rugger devices
Germany
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TITGEMEYER GMBH & CO KG

Industrial adhesive materials - Other joining technologies - 
Machines for joining technologies. Bausatzsysteme und 
Fahrgestelltechnik, Karosseriebauteile und Pritschensysteme.

Germany

FGI SRL

Foam gaskets & adhesives
Italy

GAI GIACOMO SRL

Méchanique 
Italy

MIGLIARINO SRL

Leading manufacturer of marking punches
Italy

NUOVA SIMACH SRL

Engineering and progressive tooling construction. Metal 
stamped parts production

Italy

PIEMONTE AGENCY

Promotion of Piemonte Region Automotive Companies 
Italy

TESTING TECHNOLOGIES SRL

A test company with most innovative solutions for project 
validation, production end-of-line and functional testing of 
electronic, electromechanical and mechatronic devices.

Italy

GX PRO OPUS (NEF FASTENERS DE MEXICO SA DE CV)

 Manufacture of automo ve fasteners.
Mexico

WELLDEX GLOBAL

Experts providng integrated solutions for your supply chain. 
Ocean & Air Freight, Projects, Customs Brokerage, Warehousing 
& Distribution, VMI Vendor Management Inventory, Cargo 
Insurance, Trading, Inspections.

Mexico

CLAYENS-NP MOROCCO

Specialized in processing of high-performance polymers, 
composites and precision metal parts

Morocco

A. HENRIQUES II, SA

Rubber component for the automotive industry
Portugal

AEP/AFIA - PORTUGUESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & 
INDUSTRY

Representing the main sectors of economy and the main 
industrial regions all over the country

Portugal

BRAMP-METAIS E POLIMEROS DE BRAGA, LDA.

worldwide reference company in the field of injected plastic 
components and final products, dedicated to the development 
of solutions for the automotive, electric and electronic, 
industrial and household sectors

Portugal

CS PLASTIC

Specialized in the field of injection of plastics capable of making 
their projects a reality, always striving for quality price relation

Portugal

ELASTOMER SOLUTIONS PORTUGAL, LDA

Elastomer solutions (previous Diehl Elastomertechnik) produces 
rubber and plastic components mainly for the automotive 
industry

Portugal

INFINITE FOUNDRY

3D digital plant platform for improved production efficiency of 
any industrial sector

Portugal

J.PRIOR - FABRICA DE PLASTICOS

Plastic manufacturing with competences to supply several 
industries: automotive, helmets, electronics, electricity, lighting, 
household appliances, gaming, irrigation systems, among others

Portugal

MAXIPLAS

MAXIPLÁS leading in the world of the injection molding 
business, it is today a familiar name in the Electronics, 
Communication and Automotive Industry

Portugal
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SOPAIS - COMPONENTES METALICOS LDA

Metallic components for the automotive Industry
Portugal

SIC TUBE

Precision steel tube components for automobile: machined or 
formed

South Korea

3DS.COM - DASSAULT SYSTEMS SPAIN

3D design, engineering, modelling, simulation, data 
management and process management on the cloud

Spain

A&G AUTOMATION AND GEARS

Industrial coolers, machine tool drives, servo planetary, servo 
bevel, and servo worm gears

Spain

AEI - CLUSTER DE AUTOMOCION DE CASTILLA Y LEON – FACYL 

Catlilla y León Automotive Cluster
Spain

ANSYS IBERIA, SL

ANSYS develops, markets and supports engineering simulation 
software used to foresee how product designs will behave and 
how manufacturing processes will operate in real-world 
environments

Spain

ANTOLIN

One of the largest players in the car interiors and number 1 
worldwide supplier of headliner substrates. Products with high 
added value to outfit automobile interiors: Overheads & Trunk 

 Trim, Doors & Hard Trim, Ligh ng and Cockpits & Consoles
Spain

APTIV S&P MOBILITY SERVICES SPAIN, S.L.

A global technology company that develops safer, greener and 
more connected solutions enabling the future of mobility.

Spain

ATLANTIC GATE

Air, Sea and Rail Freight Services
Spain

AUTIS INGENIEROS SLU

Present in several sectors to apply the latest industrial 
automation technologies

Spain

AVIA CLUSTER DE AUTOMOCION DE LA COMUNITAT 
VALENCIANA

Valencian Automotive Cluster, the reference multisectoral entity 
that integrates a broad network of automotive suppliers of the 
Valencian Region

Spain

AXON' CABLE - OFICINA DE REPRESENTACION EN ESPAÑA

The group designs and manufactures custom design wires, 
composite cables, flat flex cables, cable assemblies, connectors 
and mini-systems for high tech applications

Spain

BENTELER IBÉRICA HOLDING, SL

German company operating worldwide in the fields of 
automotive technology, steel and tube production, engineering 
and distribution

Spain

CAMARA OFICIAL DE COMERCIO E INDUSTRIA DE ALAVA

The Chamber of Commerce offers businesses training and advice 
on issues of Internationalization, Industry, Trade

Spain

CARGO-PARTNER ESPAÑA, SL

Worldwide Transport and Info-Logistics Services
Spain

CARRETILLAS MAYOR S.A.

Sale / Rental / Repair and Training of Forklifts and Platforms. 
Integral Provider of Logistics Services

Spain

CELULOSA FABRIL SA (CEFA)

Tier 1 - Development and production of components for the 
automobile industry. Based mainly in the technology of 
injection-molding of plastics

Spain

CIE AUTOMOTIVE

TIER1 specialised in supplying components and subassemblies 
for the automotive market

Spain
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COMELZ CAD CAM ESPAÑA, S.L.U

It designs and produces software, mechanics, electronics and 
engines in-house: hence the possibility of customizing every 
element of its machines

Spain

COMPAÑIA LEVANTINA DE REDUCTORES S.L.

Manufacturers of geared motors and drive solutions
Spain

CREAFORM - DIVISIÓN DE AMETEK INSTRUMENTOS, S.L.U.

Creaform develops, manufactures, and sells 3D portable and 
automated measurement technologies and specializes in 
engineering services. The company offers innovative solutions 
for applications such as 3D scanning, reverse engineering, 
quality control

Spain

DACHSER SPAIN AIR & SEA LOGISTICS SAU

Freight Forwarding | Logistics | Foreign Compliance | Customs 
Formalities |

Spain

DELMON GROUP IBERICA

Spain

DRAIVER&GO

Disruptive software solution for Driver Monitoring Systems and 
in-cabin sense powered by AI Computer Vision

Spain

EASYFAIRS - ADVANCED MANUFACTURING MADRID

Multi-format events span business-to-business professional and 
trade shows, business-to-consumer exhibitions, and fun-packed 
fan-fests

Spain

ELECTRO CRISOL METAL, SA (ECRIMESA)

Manufactures steel and aluminium parts by investment casting
Spain

ENORTE - ETAYO TIRAPU S.L.

Repair and supply of industrial electronics
Spain

ERRECE, APPLICACIONES INDUSTRIALES DEL LASER, SL

Manufacturing of metallic containers . Innovation on technology 
and materials. More than 60 years of experience. Tailored 
customer service. Flexible and adapted to our client’s needs

Spain

EUROPLASTIC INYECCIÓN S.L.U.

Plastic injection molding
Spain

FAURECIA FORVIA SPAIN

Top ten global automotive supplier and inspires mobility 
through its four Business Groups: Seating, Interiors, Clean 
Mobility, and Electronics

Spain

FERSA BEARINGS SA

Heavy-duty vehicle bearing: trucks, agricultural machinery 
Spain

FICOSA INTERNATIONAL

TIER1 global provider devoted to the research, development, 
manufacturing, and marketing of advanced technology vision, 
safety, connectivity, and efficiency systems for the motor and 
mobility sectors

Spain

FUCHS LUBRICANTES, SAU

Wworld's largest independent lubricant manufacturer
Spain

GESTAMP

Gestamp is an international leader in the design, development 
and manufacture of automotive components for the main 
automotive manufacturers

Spain

HEF - TS CATALUNYA

We Are specialists in nitrocarburizing processes and 
oxynitrocarburizing for industrial sectors as automotive.

Spain
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IFM ELECTRONIC, S.L.

Installations for reading · Flow measurers · Metal detectors · 
Automation · Components and pneumatic equipment · 
Components and equipment for compressed air · Electronic 
equipment and components · Microprocessors · Safety systems 
and components

Spain

INDRA

world-leader in providing proprietary solutions in Transport, Air 
 Traffic and Defence markets

Spain

INDUSTRIAS JACINTO HERRERO, SL

Specialists mainly in metal components for the automotive 
industry and electrical appliances. Cold Stamping (800 Tonnes), 
Welding robot MIG/MAG, Components assembly, tube forming, 
2D/3D Laser cutting, CNC Punching and Bending

Spain

INDUSTRIAS OCHOA, SL

Engineering, toolmaking, stamping, welding, assemblies, coatings
Spain

INKATOR, S.A. GRUPO PECOL

With more than 35 years of experience INKATOR S.A., has been 
dedicated to the manufacture of special components by cold 
forming under customer’s requirements

Spain

INYECCIONES MONTAÑANA SA

Mold Making for Plastic Injection
Spain

KEYLAND SISTEMAS DE GESTION

Industry 4.0 Digitization and Automation
Spain

KNAUF MIRET S.L.U.

Knauf Industries is the specialist in packing and packaging 
solutions and technical parts serving professionals in the agri-
food, industrial, insulation, automotive, household appliance 
and HVAC sectors

Spain

MASTED ASSEMBLY S.L.L.

Design and manufacturing of Turn-key custom made, Machining  
Centers and Transfer Machines. Long experience in automotive 
Chassis Sub-Frame and mechanisms parts machining

Spain

MASTERFOAM FLEXSOLUTIONS S.L.U.

 Provider for conver ng Foams and Flexibles
Spain

MELEGHY AUTOMOTIVE BARCELONA S.A.U.

Sheet metal forming, joining technology and plastics technology
Spain

MINISTERIO DE DEFENSA ESPAÑA

Administrative and executive body of the Spanish Armed Forces
Spain

NEFAB S.A.U.

The Nefab Group is a global industrial packaging manufacturer 
specializing in complete packaging solutions that reduce their 
customers' total costs while minimizing environmental impact

Spain

NORCAUCHO S.A.

Designs and manufactures technical rubber parts and has an 
experience of more than 20 years

Spain

ORAN AUTO

ORAN manufactures large and medium-sized vehicle 
components (stamping, welding, painting), and also produces 
stamping dies. ORAN offers an integral service of component 
production from the design phase, and are specialists in medium 
and short series

Spain

PLASMATREAT SL

Plasma Tecnology 
Spain
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QUEROTOOLS, S.L.

Trade, rental and repair of plastic welding machines
Spain

RENAULT SPAIN

French multinational automobile manufacturer of cars and vans, 
trucks, tractors, tanks, buses/coaches, aircraft and aircraft 
engines, and autorail vehicles

Spain

SCANIA SPAIN

Swedish manufacturer focusing on commercial 
vehicles—specifically heavy lorries, trucks and buses

Spain

SEAT SA

Manufacture and sale of automobile vehicles, parts, spare parts 
and any other complementary or related services, including 
technical assistance and service

Spain

SERNAUTO

Automotive Association of Automotive Suppliers
Spain

SONOWAT

Manufacturers of high-quality ultrasound cleaning machines
Spain

SUMITOMO CORPORATION ESPAÑA S.A.

Manufacture and sales of products related to automotive, 
electronics, infocommunications, industrial materials, and 
environment & energy

Spain

TECNICARTON, S.L. CENTRAL

Design bespoke packages and we select the perfect material for 
your product needs, we can also prepare the inside of your 
packaging for optimum fastening and protection of the product, 
with cardboard, foams, plastic, etc

Spain

TEKNIA MANUFACTURING GROUP SL

multinational group specialized in the manufacture of metal and 
plastic components for mobility solutions using a wide range of 
technologies

Spain

THE CT ENGINEERING GROUP

Engineering company, a leader in technological innovation 
throughout the product lifecycle, from concept to post-sales 
services

Spain

TRANSLOG OVERSEAS S.L.

Full-service Ocean and Air Freight Forwarder, Custom Agent and 
Warehousing in Spain

Spain

USAF - UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES

The United States Air Force (USAF) is the air service branch of 
the United States Armed Forces, and is one of the eight 
uniformed services of the United States

Spain

XITASO IBERIA S.L.

Software. Advice. Development. realization
Spain

ZATEC, SA

Injection moulding company of small and technical parts in 
engineering plastics with more than 25 years of expertise, 
supplying to different plants of tier1 customers. By this reason 
we are certified with IATF16949.

Spain

O-MEGA AUTOMOTIVE

Omega Otomotiv is an automotive engineering and serial part 
production company for passenger vehicles located in Bursa, 
Turkey.

Turkey

BAE SYSTEMS PLC

Design, manufacture, and upgrade advanced combat vehicles 
for customers around the world

United Kingdom

JAGUAR LAND ROVER

British multinational automobile manufacturer which produces 
luxury vehicles and sport utility vehicles

United Kingdom

IMPCO MICROFINISHING

Microfinishing systems and solutions for aerospace automotive, 
aerospace and general manufacturing

USA
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INNOVATIVE WELD SOLUTIONS LTD

High quality welding R&D and manufacturing company, able to 
rewrite Aluminum Alloy Welding Handbook Rules

USA

MICHIGAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (MEDC)

MEDC is a public-private partnership serving as the state's 
marketing arm and lead agency for business

USA

OAKLAND COUNTY ECONOMIC DEV. & COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

Oakland county, Michigan, economic development division
USA

PRECISION GLOBAL SYSTEMS - PGS INC

Precision Global Systems develops Machining & Assembly 
service solutions that sustainably & seamlessly integrate 
organizations part production.

USA

TPI POWDER METALLURGY INC

TPI Powder Metallurgy manufactures powder metal 
components, specializing in custom parts and assemblies for 
automotive, hydraulic, and other industries.

USA
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